SHOW OFF YOUR AMIGA WITH THESE
ST ATE-OF-THE-ART MULTIMEDIA TITLES
DeluxePaint® IV lntroDELU\EP\J\T l\
d ucing a full-featured Paint
and Animation program
that combines all the tools
you need into one incredible
package. We've added
important new enhanc~
ments to our award-winning software
including the ability to paint AND animate
in HAM mode with all 4,0% colors. There
are new animation features, powerful new
paint tools, plus all the familiar functionality of DPaint III. Professional quality
features combined with the most intuitive
interface on the market make DeluxePaint
IV the graphics program of choice. $179.95
To Upgrade: Call 800-245-4525
Deluxe Video® III Produce
your own multimedia
presentations quickly and
easily. Combine video,
animation, animated
brushes, titles, transition
effects and sound in highly
interactive presentations - perfect for
training, education, or just for fun. Its easy
to use interface puts you in control of a
whole set of powerful features including
path animation, automatic scrolling
backgrounds, and the ability to create
''buttons" for interactive presentations. It's
the perfect companion for DPaint III or IV!
$149.95 To Upgrade: Call 800-245-4525

•

DeluxePaint® III Paint and
animation in one incredible
tool. The program that set
the standards for computer
painting - now with the
easiest-to-use animation
capabilities ever developed.
Paint on multiple frames
exactly like you would a single picture,
animate brushes or define complex animations in a single requester. Plus we've
enhanced DPaint with Extra-halfbrite
support, direct overscan painting, wrap and
tint brush modes, improved Airbrush,
much improved font support and faster
perspective. $99.95 To Upgrade: Call 800245-4525.
DeluxePrint® II Preview
function lets you see exactly
how your creation will
print, and even prints at
better than screen resolution
for the best possible output.
Special support for large
fonts dramatically reduces jaggies for
smooth banners. Create and edit images in
DeluxePrint or import any DPaint or IFF
compatible files for exciting images.
$79.95
DeluxeMusic Construction
Set® From composition to
transposition, from MIDI
input to printed sheet
music, this does all the work
and leaves you all the fun.
The first complete music
composition tool that's simple enough for a
beginner and powerful enough for a
professional musician. $99.95

SIZZLING ACTION WITH THESE
HOT ENTERTAINMENT TITLES
Starflight™ 2 The best
selling adventure continues
with exploration and trade
through the mysterious
cloud nebulae. Use your
diplomatic skills to trade
and negotiate with over 10
new alien races on over 500 unique planets.
Unveil the secrets of the new Spemin
weapon technology, and discover the
impossible! $49.95
Centurion: Defender of
Rome™ From the designer
of Defender of the Crown™,
spectacular graphics and a
unique combination of roleplaying and strategy make
this an unprecedented
cinematic adventure. Participate in colorful
displays of clashing gladiators and rushing
chariots. Or test your diplomatic skills
against the likes of Hadrian, Hannibal and
the beautiful Cleopatra. $49.95
PGA TOUR® Golf Enter
the world of big-time golf.
Tee off against 60 top PGA
TOUR pros. Compete in
real tournaments like the
Kemper Open and THE
PLAYERS CHAMPIONSHIP. Play the TPC's at Sawgrass, Avenel
and more. Stunning graphics with aerial
fly-bys of every hole. A 30 putting grid, 5
types of swings, 12 ball lies, it even tracks
your game with pro stats. It's ''The best" GOLF Magazine. $49.95

The Bard's Tale® III: Thief
of Fate. Someone - or
something - has sealed the
city's fate with an evil so
vast that a host of Paladins
and an army of Archmages
are outmatched. Hard times
call for subtlety. Smaller is better. Sneakier
is best. What the world needs now is a
thief. With over 13 character classes and 80
dungeon levels. $49.95
Ski or Die™ Shred snow in
this multi-event winter
thrasherland! Carve up a
speed-fed snowboard
halfpipe, punch the ozone in
the aero-aerial ski jump, and
torch your hair in the fullout downhill blitz. Subzero madness!
$49.95
The Immortal™ Venture
into the labyrinth and
unravel the mysteries of this
sinister dungeon, brought to
life with a unique 3-D
perspective. Unleash
magical powers to fly,
shrink and change your form. Dodge, slash
and jab against full screen monsters!
Unravel untold secrets as you search for
your lost master through over 50 detailed
rooms full of puzzles, traps and surprises.
$49.95
PowerMonger™
"PowerMonger has even
more addictive qualities
than Populous." --Computer
Gaming World From the
designers of Populous
comes an unprecedented

game where you fight battles, invent new
technologies, make alliances or spy on your
enemies. Unite each territory by word or
by sword or face bitter defeat at the hands
of the other PowerMongers. Experience a
dynamic world of towns, and hundreds of
people with individual homes, jobs and
personalities. Play against the computer or
against a rival via modem. $49.95
PowerMonger™ Expansion Disk
Explore a new world. Manipulate the
puny powers of the Earth as they engage in
World War I. $19.95 Available Fall 1991
PowerMonger™ Cluebook
Learn secret strategies known only to the
designers. Plan foolproof campaigns with
pages of detailed diagrams and maps.
$12.95 Available Fall 1991
Indianapolis 500®: The Simulation™
"I finally found a computer car game I can
love" --Car and Driver Go up against your
racing heroes on an exact replica of the
Indianapolis Motor Speedway rendered in
30 polygon graphics for stunning realism.
''The Pole" and 33 cars fully capture the
experience of the famous 2 1/2 mile oval.
Choose a team car that suits your skill level
or design your own. Relive your thrilling
victories and agonizing defeats with TV
quality Instant Replay. $49.95
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688 Attack Sub™ Take the
helm of a US Los Angeles
class or a Soviet ALFA
attack sub and explore both
sides of international
conflict. 22 missions with
'-----'==------' variable starting positions
make for virtually unlimited replay.
Stunning 30 graphics and digitized sounds,

from sonar pings to whale songs, make this
a truly realistic underwater experience.
$49.95
Populous™ Be a deity for a
day! Organize the huddled
masses of your world.
Create good land so they
can settle and build a strong
civilization. Fling an "act of
god" at enemies or nonbelievers. Conquer any of 500 different
worlds, from cruel ice to parched desert, all
depicted with superb graphics and eerie
atmospheric sounds. Dominate a world by
yourself, or challenge a fellow deity via
modem. $49.95
Starflight™ "Starflight has
to be the best science-fiction
game available on a
computer!" --Computer
Gaming World. You take off
from Starport, heading
toward the core of the
galaxy on a hunch ... and soon find out
you're not alone. Explore over 800 unique
planets. Talk, trade or fight with 7 alien
races, each with its own language, history
and culture. $49.95
Budokan: The Martial
Spirit™ Train in the
authentic arts of Karate,
Kendo, Nunchaku and Bo
before taking on 12 black
belt opponents at the
Budokan. Unique player
interface for over 25 moves per art form.
Fluid character animation and authentic
scenery make Budokan a truly elegant
game. $39.95

Chuck Yeager's Advanced
Flight Trainer® version 2.0
Experience white knuckle
flying thrills! Show your
stuff in 18 different aircraft,
each with accurate aerodynamics and realistic 3D
graphics. Fly formation with the Blue
Angels and Thunderbirds or race 6 new
courses. As a special bonus, the Flying
Insights™ audio tape is included in every
package. $39.95
Zone WarJior™ You're the Zone Warrior,
in the control room of the "Big O" surveying five invaded time zones. Plot your
journey through time to rescue the inhabitants of each era and overcome the evil
menace threatening them. Experience five
different, danger-filled eras, from Prehistoric to Post-Nuclear. $39.95
Magic Fly™ As a fighter pilot in an elite
squadron, you must penetrate and destroy
a powerful and merciless group of criminals. Blast your way through a vast 3D
underground labyrinth, destroying over 30
types of enemy spacecraft shaped like
creatures of nightmare! $39.95
Flood™ The creators of Populous have
opened the floodgates, leaving you to
maneuver through 36 soggy levels toward
escape! With dozens of puzzles to solve,
secret locations and splashy sound effects,
you'll be awash with excitement! $39.95
Imperium™ Mankind has turned to you to
rebuild the Human Empire. Negotiate
alliances with alien empires, design and
create spacefleets, assign leaders and give
mission orders.

You exist in a real environment, where your
actions affect the stability and economic
success of your Empire. $39.95
Projectyle™ Up to three contenders zoom
around 5 quadrants and beat the opposition
to their Projectyle! High-speed multidirectional screen scrolls, detailed graphics
and incredible sound tracks. $39.95
ENJOY THESE AMIGA CLASSICS
FOR ONLY $19.95 each
The Bard's Tale® It The Destiny Knight™ — The saga
continues with more dungeons, magic and character
classes.
F/16 Combat Pilot™ —Take control of the skies as
Combat Riot or Squadron Leader.
F/A-18 Interceptor™ — "This is the finest flight
simulator I've ever seen on just about any machine"
John Dvorak, Syndicated Columnist
Hound of Shadow™ — A grand adventure of suspense
and the supernatural in England during the 1920's.
Keef the Thief™ — Thieves have more fun in this
humorous game for adventurers of all ages.
Marble Madness™ — Amazing arcade graphics, music
and sounds. The arcade classic comes home!
Powerdromc™ — Race the toughest pilots in the galaxy
in this futuristic, airborne racing challenge.
Zany Golf™ — A wacky miniature golf fantasy. It's
like 9 arcade games in one!

Electronic Arts
1820 Gateway Dr.
San Mateo, CA 94404
For order information call: 800-245-4525,
ANYTIME
For technical support call: 415-572-2787,
M-F, 8:30-4:30 Pacific Time
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